Orchestrated Hybrid Cloud for
Microsoft Azure Stack:
Atos delivers a true hybrid cloud providing the same
intelligent cloud platform everywhere

Digital transformation is a strategic business imperative

16 to 30%

50%

Digital revenue growth

IT outsourcing deals

In the next five years, CIOs expect
digital revenues to grow from 16%
to 37% (Gartner)

$1 Trillion

Gartner predicts that through 2020,
cloud adoption strategies will
influence more than 50% of IT
outsourcing deals

80%

in IT spending

Hybrid cloud
architectures

By 2020, a corporate ’no-cloud’ policy will be as
rare as a ’no-internet’ policy is today, with more
than $1 trillion in IT spending aﬀected by the
shift to cloud (Gartner)

More than 80% of enterprise IT
organizations will commit to hybrid
cloud architectures (IDC)
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Uniﬁed set of tools for security and compliance

Smart Cloud Apps
AI
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Reduce time
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Optimize
operations

Improved engagement
with customers

Cognitive
Services

Smart Cloud Apps
Build smart cloud apps with AI
capabilities, machine learning and
cognitive services to engage with
customers, free-up resources and
reduce time-to-market.

Atos and Microsoft
have moved the game
forward to intelligent
clouds: we provide a
fully integrated service
that enables new hybrid
cloud applications

Optimize cloud at the edge
by processing and analyzing data
using common app logic. Get the
best of cloud computing at the edge
to unlock business value.

Security and compliance
A unified set of tools can overcome
security and compliance concerns
by preventing, detecting and
responding to threats across your
hybrid cloud, using a single view

Why Atos?
We integrate Azure
Stack technology into
operational services

We deliver an
end-to-end service model

We actively drive
platform use and adoption

We make apps ﬁt
for the cloud

We have world-class
experience of large scale
resilient solutions

Fast facts about MS Azure?

Twice as Fast

93%

Microsoft’s cloud is growing twice as
fast as AWS (Source: CNBC)

Azure experienced 93% growth during
the ﬁrst quarter of 2017 (Source: CNBC)

Atos is worldwide IT partner to the Olympic Games

Atos delivers a true hybrid cloud providing
the same intelligent cloud platform everywhere.
Start your digital transformation journey today at www.atos.net
Engage experts from
Microsoft and Atos.
To learn more
contact us today.

Connect the Atos
Business Development
team with your
customers/prospects

@atoscanopy
@atos

Download
sales tools

Engage customers with
a joint Atos/Microsoft
workshop

Invite customers
to a BTIC demo

